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1. a multiplication table
4868 x 4868 Application Table
8.6% Full = 2,036,584 Equations
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2. an order relation table
4868 x 4868 Order Relations
98.1% Decided + 1.9% Undecided
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**In Theory:**

N programs, $N^2$ space, $N^3$ time,

equivalence is undecidable

**In Practice:**

12K programs, 1G Bytes, 1 month

equivalence is over 96% decided
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What shape is the algebra of programs?

- Program size gives a norm $|x|$
  (Kolmogorov complexity)

- also relative complexity $|x|_y$

- symmetrizing gives a distance
  $d(x, y) = |x|_y + |y|_x$

- this space is asymptotically hyperbolic:
  volume of sphere is exponential in radius

Gromov studied the geometry of groups
this is a non-associative generalization
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Goal  Programming styles are local
  ▶ atoms are far-out
  ▶ related programs are close together
  ▶ parse trees are small

How  Pose as eigenvector problem
  ▶ linear springs between programs
  ▶ simpler programs are heavier
  ▶ project to first few dimensions: 3 space
Visualizing the space of programs

Goal  Programming styles are local
  ▶  atoms are far-out
  ▶  related programs are close together
  ▶  parse trees are small

How  Pose as eigenvector problem
  ▶  linear springs between programs
  ▶  simpler programs are heavier
  ▶  project to first few dimensions:
    3 space + 3 color
see interactive maps...

www.math.cmu.edu/~fho/johann/
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A simple basis, with simple weights

\[
\text{program} ::= \begin{align*}
S & \quad @ \frac{1}{6} \\
K & \quad @ \frac{1}{6} \\
J & \quad @ \frac{1}{6} \\
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\end{align*}
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Where to map?

Time complexity is cubic: mis-fitting is expensive!

A simple basis, with simple weights

\[
\text{program} ::= \begin{array}{l}
S @ 1/6 \\
| K @ 1/6 \\
| J @ 1/6 \\
| (\text{program program}) @ 1/2 
\end{array}
\]

Choice of small basis is arbitrary
\[\rightarrow\] extra information \[\rightarrow\] not simple
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a probability space of programs
parametrized by a language
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a space of languages: information manifold
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Complexity → Probability → Geometry

Kolmogorov’s view: complexity is a norm
Solomonoff’s view: complexity is \(-\log(\text{probability})\)

so consider...

a probability space of programs parametrized by a language

\((\equiv \text{weighted set of basic programs})\)

now we have...

a space of languages: information manifold

\(\implies \text{Riemannian manifold}\)

\(\implies \text{differential manifold}\)
3-dimensional subspace

languages

simplex parametrizes probability distribution

entropy

S

J

K
inaccessible region
finite entropy region
parametrizes probability distribution
simplex
entropy
−(−)
S
J
K
1/2

entropy

simplex parametrizes probability distribution
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Goal: map interesting programs
Constraint: limited space and time

so find a language that makes interesting programs simple

We know many interesting programs.
Language space is a Riemannian manifold.

so collect a training set of programs, and do gradient descent to minimize its complexity
parametrizes probability distribution
simplex
entropy
$-(-)$
$\frac{1}{2}$
start
simplify

simplex parametrizes probability distribution

entropy
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Program simplification
  using database of simplest rewrites

Software analysis
  refactor based on spatial proximity

Universal Bayesian filtering
  practical Solomonoff induction?

Programming by searching
  calibrate search with examples
  Bayesian foundation for genetic programming
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Summary

- the average over all languages is simpler than any one
- complexity $\rightarrow$ probability $\rightarrow$ geometry
- learn simplicity from examples

Questions

- what should those examples be?
- how is real software shaped?